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This quiz will test your knowledge of English Single vowel sounds. This is a hotspot quiz where you click on a
spot directed. Phonetic Vowel Sound Quiz - a, e, o, i, u
English Phonetics, Single Vowel Sounds, diphthongs exercises
Phonetic Flashcards & Charts. Printable PDF Quizzes. Consonant Sound Charts. Vowel Sounds Phonetic
chart. Phonetic Word Flashcards. Phonetic Exercises - More StuffVowel Sounds Self-Grading Pronunciation
ExercisesPhonetic Sounds Video Lessons - IPAHomonyms Self-Test Exercise Phonetic Videos , Mp3,
Intonation & EbooksPhonetic Teaching : Printable Worksheets
English phonetics Flashcards,printable phonetic charts and
English Intonation Pronunciation Exercise. English pronunciation exercise: Most often students end up
learning correct pronunciation of individual words.
English Intonation Pronunciation Exercise
Video Lessons Online. Beginner Video Slides Lessons- Teach yourself English -Let students learn new
English vocabulary by using video slides that teach them.This reduces the teacher's burden of presenting
new vocabulary. Video Lessons for Kids - Watch and learn using these video tutorials that mostly teach
English vocabulary, grammar and sentences.Excellent for young learners.
ESL Interactive Exercises for Students, Online grammar
The Socrates (aka conium.org) and Berkeley Scholars web hosting services have been retired as of January
5th, 2018. If the site you're looking for does not appear in the list below, you may also be able to find the
materials by:
Socrates and Berkeley Scholars Web Hosting Services Have
Free ESL Printables, Kids Activities, Games and Online Exercises for Grammar, Vocabulary &
Pronunciation.. ESL Galaxy offers over 2368 free printable worksheets for ESL lesson plans and ESL
Activities; and there are more additions every other day .The worksheets include:. ESL, Math, Science :
Games, Worksheets, Videos; FredisaLearns.com: is a multi-level English program for children between ...
ESL Galaxy - Free ESL Worksheets, English Teaching
ESL Phonetics Pack - Download. Teach English phonetic pronunciation using IPA. This course package
offers a number of resources. There are mp3, worksheets, flashcards, charts, powerpoint presentations and
more to make the teaching of pronunciation very easy.Tongue twisters with mp3 audio and a BBC audio
chart puts in your hand the most comprehensive pronunciation course.
ESL tongue twisters for English pronunciation practice
AmblesideOnline is a free homeschool curriculum that uses Charlotte Mason's classically-based principles to
prepare children for a life of rich relationships with everything around them: God, humanity, and the natural
world. Our detailed schedules, time-tested methods, and extensive teacher resources allow parents to focus
on the unique needs of each child.
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